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FOREWORD

According to the scheme approved by the Census Commissioner for India, the Uttar Pradesh Census Reports will form Volume II of the India series. The Volume will consist of the following parts:

Part I-A—Report
Part I-B—Subsidiary Tables
Part II-A—General Population Tables
Part II-B—Economic Tables
Part II-C—Age and Social Tables

Besides the above State-parts there will be two series of district-wise publications as follows:

1. **District Population Statistics** containing
   (a) Mohalla/Ward-wise population of urban areas, and
   (b) Village-wise population of rural areas.

2. **District Census Handbooks** containing for smaller units of the district the data presented district-wise in the main tables, and some additional statistics.

A few brochures on specific subjects may also be published.

2. The Report and Tables of 1931 Census were published in 1933. The 1951 census tabulation has been much more elaborate than that of 1931. It has, therefore, been decided to publish the parts as they are printed. The first part to be published is Part II-A—General Population Tables (August, 1952) and the other parts will follow at short intervals. It is hoped that with the exception of the Report all the other parts containing Tables will be published before the end of 1952. Of the district-wise publications the District Population Statistics also will be completed in 1952, but the publication of the bulk of District Census Handbooks will inevitably go into 1953.

3. For the first time in India census data are being presented bilingually. This mode of presentation has enormously increased the work in the census office and the press, besides creating some new printing problems. It is mainly on account of these difficulties that no other State in India is attempting this bilingual exhibition.

4. Census printing has thrown a very heavy burden on the already overworked Government Central Press at Allahabad. But the Superintendent, Sri M. G. Shome and the Deputy Superintendent, Sri J. W. Halge and their staff have accepted the responsibility cheerfully and the quality of the published volume is ample evidence of their unremitting care and interest.

RAMPUR:
August 16, 1952.

RAJESHWARI PRASAD, I.A.S.,
Superintendent, Census Operations,
Uttar Pradesh.
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